The side panel mag insert can be removed and replaced with a side armor conversion or a zipper top insert to adapt to each mission requirement.

**TYR Tactical® 4 Column PALS/Molle Adapter with Inside Mag Insert [Set]**

The TYR Tactical® 4 Column PALS/Molle Adapter with Inside Mag Insert [set]
- 4 Columns x 3 Rows in Height
- Holds 2 M4/M16 Magazine

**TYR-LW112AS-4**

- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR®
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MV Female
- PICO-MVW
- PICO-MVW-DA
- PICO-AA
- PICO-DA
- PICO-DS
- PICO-AUSSIE

NSN# at www.tyrtactical.com